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When Gilcrease Museum celebrated
the 25th anniversary of its Rendezvous
exhibition, it decided to do something
at once very old and very new.

The 2004 edition of Rendezvous
brought together works by more than
40 artists who had been featured in
previous shows.

It was new because, up to that time,
the Gilcrease Rendezvous had been
designed to be a showcase for two
artists – one painter and one sculptor –
who would present new and retrospec-
tive works for display and sale.

However, said David Newell,
Gilcrease’s curator of exhibitions, “the
anniversary show was such a success,
it was decided to make Rendezvous a
group show and hold it every other
year.

“It gives the show a lot more vari-
ety,” he said. Then he smiled, a bit
wearily, and added, “And it presents
me with a whole lot more challenges.”

Newell said this last week, walking
through the galleries that will be
devoted to the Rendezvous exhibit,
which opens this weekend at the
museum.

The show will have almost 150
examples of painting and sculpture by
38 artists, five artists being included in
the Gilcrease Rendezvous for the first
time.

“Naturally, there are a lot of cowboy
and Indian images, and you want to
spread things out a bit, so that there’s
a variety in each room,” Newell said.

“And because there was so little
time between the closing of our last
show, the Lewis and Clark exhibit, and
the opening of this one, we weren’t
able to repaint the walls,” he said. “I
hadn’t planned on these oranges and
golds for a background, but it’s going
to work.”

The returning artists were asked to
submit up to four pieces for the show,
while the new artists could have as
many as seven pieces displayed.

“So what we see in this show is all
the artists’ choice as the work they
want people to see,” Newell said.
“Some of the returning artists sent
four pieces, but there were a few who
sent less. All the new artists, however,
sent in seven works.”

The five newcomers are Joe Anna
Arnett, James Asher, Walt Gonske,
Tony Hochstetler and Sonya Terpen-
ing.

Arnett and Asher are husband and
wife, and Newell delights in the con-
trasts between the two.

“James works mainly in gouache
and watercolor, works in plein-air, and
his paintings are very representational,
very accurate about surfaces and
reflections,” Newell said. “Joe Anna, on
the other hand, paints primarily in oils,

Rendezvous
roundup
Gilcrease brings in works
from 38 artists for show

G I L C R E A S E  R E N D E Z V O U S  
S H O W  A N D  S A L E

When: Through June 11

Where: Gilcrease Museum, 1400 N. Gilcrease

Museum Road 

Admission: $7 adults, $6 seniors, $5 students 

“Old San Isidro Church,” by Walt
Gonske.

“Old Family Recipe,” by Sonya Terpening.

See Rendezvous on page 18

“Painted Turtle and Pond Weed,”
by Tony Hochstetler.

“Santa Fe Classic,” by Joe Anna Arnett.


